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Mechanical gaming keyboard Havit KB856L RGB with wrist pad

Havit KB856L RGB mechanical gaming keyboard with wrist pad
The Havit KB856L mechanical keyboard offers customizable backlighting, 12 multimedia keys to give you even more control. In addition,
thanks to anti-ghosting, you can use several keys at once without worrying about a blockage. Convenience and speed of use as well as
freedom of movement will surely allow every player to play even more effectively. In addition, it comes with a wrist pad for even more
comfort.
 
Individual style
The  built-in  backlight  allows  you  to  choose  the  brightness  and  color  to  create  a  personalized  keyboard  tailored  to  your  gaming
preferences. The individual color mode setting can be easily changed using dedicated key combinations.
 
Media Keys
Fitted with 12 multimedia keys, you can quickly operate music, volume or web browser to save your precious time.
 
Anti-ghosting
The  keyboard  is  equipped  with  an  anti-ghosting  system,  so  that  using  many  keys  at  once  does  not  block  other  keys.  This  simplifies
gameplay and helps you use complex key combinations without any hindrance.
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Exceptional precision
The  suspended  keys  make  it  even  faster  and  require  minimum  effort  to  operate.  Additionally,  it  allows  for  precise  and  much  more
accurate movements, even for the fastest players.
 
Convenience of use
Depending on your preference, you can use the keyboard with or without a wrist pad. The additional element increases the stability of
your hand position and causes less fatigue. You can also detach it at any time, it only takes a few seconds.
 
Brand
Havit
Model
KB856L
Keyboard type
Mechanical
Connectivity
Wired
Dimensions
433 x 124.5 x 35 mm
Interface
USB
Cable length
1.5 m
Compatibility
Windows XP / Vista / Windows 7/8/10 / Linux / Mac
Color
Black
Backlight
Yes, RGB
Key life
50,000,000
Working voltage
5V
Other
anti-ghosting, 12 multimedia keys

Preço:

€ 22.00

Jogos, Keyboards
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